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Dear Community Members, 

This is an urgent message from Rofim International Bikur Cholim. 

It is with great pain that we must alert you to be vigilant for the safety of your children, as previously trusted local health 

clinics, such as Chemed and Ezra Medical Center, as well as some community pediatricians, are being paid large sums of 

money by the government to convince parents to inject babies and children with dangerous covid injections. 

Our communities are close knit, so we are well aware that these shots are completely unnecessary, as no babies or 

children have ever died of covid. Do not allow any doctor to convince you otherwise. YOU are the guardian of your 

child’s health and you must never abandon your own seichel. 

The covid shots are NOT “safe and effective”, no WHO matter tells you so. They are estimated to have killed about 

1,000 children and teens in the US already. There are 49,000 reports of injury or death to children on the CDC’s 

reporting site. A very common effect of the shot is a weakened immune system, resulting in contracting covid and other 

infections. Tragically, many people have experienced much worse effects from the vaccines, such as seizures, paralysis, 

aggressive cancers, blood clots, heart inflammation causing permanent damage, heart attacks, organ failure,  and 

sudden death – yes, even among young children who’ve gotten the covid vaccines.  

Data from England shows that the shots increase kids’ risk of death by at least 8,000%, and that young vaccinated 

adults have a 92% greater mortality rate than unvaccinated.  

In the kids’ covid vaccine trials, the majority of the children dropped out, and among those that remained, the shots 

offered no benefit, and only harm, as more children got sick with covid in the vaccine group than in the placebo group.  

Why any decent person would want to put this product into babies and children is incomprehensible. 

A new study recently came out of Eretz Yisrael, which, when analyzed properly, revealed that 1 in 5 men seem to have 

been permanently sterilized by the covid shots. 

If you are wondering why you aren’t hearing more about the sakana, you must know that there is a tremendous amount 

of censorship, which has to do with money and with fear of speaking out, and this is criminal, as it leaves the tzibbur 

unaware and in danger. 

Many Rabbonim in our communities as well as in Eretz Yisrael who have investigated the truth about these poisonous 

shots have come to the logical conclusion that there is no heter to take them, even if one is being coerced to do so for 

school, work, or travel, and that they are absolutely asur, mishum sakana. 

Which leads to the grave shaila about whether one can even continue to remain a patient of a doctor or clinic who 

administers these vaccines, for they are chashud in retzicha – suspect of being willing to murder, for the right price. 

DOCTORS AND CLINICS WHO ARE INJECTING CHILDREN WITH POISON: BEWARE! DISCERNING PARENTS WILL LEAVE 

YOUR PRACTICE!  

BUT YOU HAVE MORE TO FEAR FROM G-D. YOUR DAY OF JUDGEMENT IS NOT LONG IN COMING, AND YOU WILL 

HAVE NOTHING TO ANSWER. “I was just following orders” did not hold up at the Nuremberg trials. 

To get more information about the dangers of the covid vaccines, or possible treatment for those already injected, call 

929-277-2700, go to RofimInternational.org, or email covshotadverseevents@gmail.com. 

May Hashem protect everyone from harm and send the geula bekarov. 


